CALIFORNIA Community Power

Interim General Manager
Primary remote role

60 hours per month- Approximately 15 hours per week (flexible schedule)
Salary Range: $200-$235 per hour

Resumes and Cover Letters are being reviewed and phone screens scheduled on a rolling basis. Video interviews will be scheduled when qualified applicants have been identified. Tentatively planned for the week of April 19

About California Community Power

California Community Power (CC Power) is a newly formed Joint Powers Agency (JPA) currently comprised of eight California Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs). The purpose of CC Power is to develop, acquire, construct, own, manage, contract for, engage in, finance, and/or provide energy-related programs for the use of and by its Members.

CC Power allows its member CCAs to combine their buying power to procure new, cost-effective clean energy and reliability resources to continue advancing local and state climate goals. CC Power members represent 2.6 million customers across more than 140 municipalities spanning from Humboldt County to Santa Barbara County and have a combined load of approximately 33 TWh and 6,000 MW.

Summary

Under the direction of the CC Power Board, the Interim General Manager's responsibilities will directly support the Long Duration Storage (LDS) project and the general administrative functions of the JPA. The LDS project is expected to be completed by the end of 2021 and the focus is on signing at least three contracts. Though no new projects have been identified- outside of LDS - the CC Power Board has the ability to initiate additional projects.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities (Illustrative only)

Management of CC Power

- Oversee the day-to-day management of the CC Power organization, including:
  - Oversight of the CC Power lead negotiator for the long duration storage (LDS) project
  - Close coordination with the CC Power General counsel
  - Support committees established by the Board of Directors
  - Direct all CC Power operations and activities related to resource procurement and planning
  - Attend all Board meetings and meetings on any committees established by the Board and be responsible for the preparation of all necessary staff reports for these meetings
  - Understand and comply with Brown Act, Public Records Act, and all other applicable laws
Industry Relations

- According to guidance from the Board, serve as the "face" and "voice" of CC Power in the appropriate electric regulatory, reliability, and market forums, including but not limited to:
  - CAISO, regarding CC Power agreements and operations, market issues, and other industry matters,
  - CPUC and CEC, regarding CC Power agreements and projects.

Qualifications: Experience and Education

Any combination of education and experience that would provide the knowledge and skills required to perform the duties of the position.

- **Leadership and Relationship Strengths**
  - Executive management and strong performance history
  - Experience working with a Board of Directors
  - Experience of executive engagement at CEO/GM or SEVP/AGM level
  - Public agency administration experience and/or awareness

- **Coordination, collaboration, and communication**
  - Experience working with a diverse group of technical and non-technical stakeholders in developing solutions to common problems and opportunities
  - Experience navigating technical and political issues
  - Experience in developing alliances
  - Excellent communications (written/verbal) skills

- **Utility & Energy Industry Expertise**
  - California and the western US organized energy markets
  - California legislative mandates related to energy procurement
  - CPUC electric utility regulations and policy implementation
  - CAISO policy, and grid and market operations knowledge (experience would be desirable)

- **Experience with energy market transactions**
  - PPAs, physical hedges and Index-plus transactions
  - Energy programs
  - Resource adequacy procurement

Got Questions:
Reach out to Girish Balachandran at girish@svcleanenergy.org and Jim Shelter jimshetler@adirondackpowerconsulting.com

To Apply:

- **A cover letter should be included as a page within your resume through LinkedIn.**
  - You may also access the information through the MCE Careers page website at https://www.mccleaneenergy.org/careers/. CC Power reserves the right to close the recruitment when a qualified pool of candidates has been identified.